BARN OWL

1. White side up.
2. Vf corners down.
3. Unfold.
4. Standard rabbit-ear.
5. Repeat 3+4 on right.
6. Vf flaps up to just below peak.
7. Turn model over.
8. Valley-fold upper edges down, pinching peak (beak).
9. Valley-fold sides in (all thicknesses).

Note: there are a lot of judgment folds in this model.
10. VF ridges down and pull beak down with it.
11. Round out eyes.
12. Flatten beak and a soft squash fold from underneath.
13. Pivot left wing down to the side. Flatten, lengthening the triangle ABC. Repeat with right wing.
14. Turn model over.
15. Open layers of tail.
17. Valley-fold.
18. Valley-fold

19. 

20. Separate the layers of the left wing.

21. In a kind of outside reverse fold, turn left wing inside-out. Repeat 20 + 21 on the right wing.